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Bobo Click Clack Sofa-Bed

Please retain these pages as they contain tips to maximize the lifetime of your furniture with a measured effort. 
Properly caring for your furniture can help ensure that it looks great year after year.
Important Notice: While every effort is made to use quality materials our products are limited in design for domestic use only & 
are not suitable for commercial use.



PRE ASSEMBLY PREPARATION

Before you start:

1. Choose a clean, level, spacious assembly area. Avoid  hard surfaces  that may 
damage the product
2. Take care when lifting. Product should be assembled as near as possible to the 
point of use
3. Ensure that you have all required contents for complete assembly
4. Always read the assembly instructions carefully before beginning assembly
5. Keep all hardware parts and packaging out of reach of small children
6. Do not over tighten the screws and bolts as this may damage the threads

30
MINUTES

ALLOW TIME PEOPLE REQUIRED

X2

For any assistance with assembly or missing parts please contact:
Place of purchase or Furniture Solutions on below
Customer Service (Australia)  Phone– 1300794 188
Email– customerservice@furnituresolutions.com.au
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Parts & component's located in zipper pocket under sofa Body
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Component List



ASSEMBLY STEP 1– FIT BACK LEGS
With sofa body [F] in upside down flat position. Locate holes in base of sofa body 
would be 2 holes closest to the centre or folding section of sofa body as indicated in 
diagram below.

Take back leg [E] place as indicated in diagram aline holes in leg with thread hole in  
sofa body. Take bolt [A] together with washer [B] insert thru hole then by hand seat 
bolt properly into thread turn 2-3 times till you can not remove bolt without undoing. 
Do not tighten yet insert second bolt with washer in second hole repeat as above. 
Once both bolts are seated correctly then take tool [C] and tighten bolts. Do not over 
tighten. Repeat for other back leg. Go to Step 2.

Before starting assembly please ensure sofa body is in bed position.
To adjust backrest if in locked position see operating page further on 
in manual.

ASSEMBLY STEP 2—FIT FRONT LEG
As indicated in diagram below take front leg [D] insert into threaded hole in sofa body, 
seat thread properly turn 2-3 times ensure it is seated properly then by hand tighten 
till firm. Do not over tighten. With the help of another person lift from sides of sofa 
rotate with legs going down first till you can place on feet. Note backrest can move 
when    lifting incorrectly. Go to next page



INSTRUCTION-OPERATING OF FUNCTIONS FOR CLICK CLACK SOFA

Click Clack has a 3 stage mechanism which uses a  ratchets system.

 First position is flat for use as a bed.

 Second position is Lounger when back is mid way up in locked position.

Third position is as a Sofa full upright locked position.

Please follow instruction below to achieve desired position 

Starting from flat position to move to Lounger position. With a person on each side of 
sofa, in unison lift backrest up till you hear a click noise, this should then hold mid way 
lock.

To go from Lounger position to Sofa position. With a person on each side of sofa, in 
unison lift backrest till you hear another click, again this should then hold at upright 
position. 

To go back to flat or Bed position, you will need to release locking mechanism. This done 
by lifting and pushing backrest forward till you here clack. Once you here the clack lower 
backrest till flat.

Note/Warning: The ratchet mechanism is designed only to work one way you can only 
lock the 2 upright positions from flat starting. So can not go from Sofa position to 
Lounger       position must always go back to flat position.

If for some reason you do not get a lock position when raising from flat position. Lift 
backrest all the way to the clack release point then back again, sometimes doing it twice 
has better success.



Fabric sofa-bed Care & Maintenance Guide
Varieties of materials are used in construction of “Click Clack sofa” furniture 
range, Such as Stainless Steel; Chrome plated steel: Powder coated steel,   
Timber, PU synthetic fabric &  a variety fabric. All will require some form of 
maintenance to extend the life of finishes and general appearance.

Please see below instruction unique to your chosen model.

Bobo Click Clack Sofa-bed
Covering : Polyester

Front Legs : Timber coated with poly coating
Back Legs : Powder coated Steel

 Fabric; Vacuum regularly with a soft brush attachment to remove dust and 
grit, & or wipe with a soft colourfast cloth dampened with plain water. This 
should be done as often as necessary or at least every 2 weeks. Do not rub 
excessively. Special note salts and body oils which occur naturally in human 
skin can build up in fabric, please consider having a professional  clean done 
depending on use once a year. In areas of high humidity more frequent 
cleaning will be required more frequent cleaning. 

Spot cleaning please consult direction on any product bought off shelf before 
Appling to surface of fabric, Note always test a new cleaning product on a 
none visible area to check for colour fading.  Deterioration may also occur thru 
contact with other chemical such as hair spray, gel mousse, perfume, 
deodorants, dye transference from clothing & some medications.

Timber:  Routine cleaning can be accomplished by using damp cloth using 
warm water. Note ensure you dry surface with a soft clean . 

Powder coated steel; Routine cleaning can be accomplished by using damp 
cloth using warm water. Note ensure you dry surface with a soft clean . 

 Legs Bolts: Periodic checks on bolts and fittings should be carried out         
regularly. Depending on use but at least even 6-8 weeks.



WARNING, SAFETY & DUTY OF CARE INSTRUCTION

Please be aware materials used in your furniture are not impervious to neglect, acts of god, 
abuse, alcohol spills, improper use of chemicals such as bleach or any solvent based 
product, products are limited in design for residential use only and not suitable for 
commercial use.

DO NOT: Drag sofa, always with the help of another person lift and place, to avoid damage 
to floor surface & or legs of sofa.

DO NOT: Pull loose thread, cut them instead.

DO NOT: Sit on arms or back when upright, this could damage internal mechanism.

DO NOT: Use detergents, solvent or abrasives on any components on product.

DO NOT: Place product within 50cm of heat source IE: heater, open fire.

DO NOT: Place product in direct sunlight or near powerful lamps.

DO NOT: Fold mechanism with linen or cushions on sofa.

DO NOT: Jump, flop or stand on sofa.

DO NOT: Leave spills or food on sofa clean off immediately. 

Special note when using as a bed please enter from side with legs supporting. 

Warranty details

1 Year Warranty
A one (1) year warranty applies to product against any defect associated with faulty workmanship for a period of (1) year 
from date of purchase. Furniture Solutions accepts no responsibility for defects caused by mishandling & misuse of the 
products, defects caused by failure in duty of care of the product in accordance with care recommendations supplied. 
Subject to warranty conditions set out below.
Damage to product caused by incorrect assembly.
General wear & tear, stain & fabric fading, chipping & scratching timber, mould & mildew, hardware corrosion.
Exposure to extreme heat or cold.
Warranty only extends to original purchaser and is not transferable, except when given as a gift.
Duty of care:
While every attempt is made to supply product using quality components there is always a need from consumer to help   
ensure a long life of use for product.  
Proper use of item only what it is designed to do
Regular maintenance and cleaning as listed on care & maintenance page of instruction manual. 
Claim management:
To make a warranty claim, customers can either contact the retailer where the purchase was made or Furniture Solutions 
on contact details on page 2. Proof of purchase will be required before proceeding with any claim. In the case of product 
defects providing photos may be able to speed up processing of the claim. If missing parts please refer to assembly 
instructions for identification of said part and contact either of the above. 

“Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a        
replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You 
are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not 
amount to a major failure”.


